REALITY OF THE ROAD...

Gravel spray, impacts, deicing salts, moisture, and harsh weather conditions create an environment that results in decorative base cover corrosion and disfiguration. For decades customers have been disappointed with the finish performance and high maintenance costs associated with traditional materials. Additionally, cities have been experiencing an increase in theft due to the harsh economic climate coupled with the high resale value of aluminum scrap.

THE ENDURO SOLUTION:

To offer a solution to these industry problems, Valmont has developed the Enduro™ line of decorative base covers, cast from a special formulation of Elastomeric Urethane. This type of material has been utilized for decades as a durable, resilient option in tough applications including truck bed liners and car bumpers. To withstand the corrosive and degrading elements presented by busy roadways, Valmont partnered with BASF, the world’s leading chemical company, to craft our custom formulation of Elastomeric Urethane. The result: a line of remarkably resilient, distinctively designed, large scale decorative base covers that remain impact resistant in the cold extremes of Canada and yet endure through the desert heat of Arizona.

Valmont Enduro decorative bases fulfill your vision while achieving superior durability.

- Superior durability
- Impact resistant
- Non-corrosive and will not rust or rot
- Non-conductive
- Anti-theft with no material resale value
- Affordable and easy to maintain
- High color & gloss retention
- Rapid development and design
- Made in the USA
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Valmont Drive
Professional engineers specifically design lighting and traffic structures for your application seamlessly paired with Enduro Decorative bases to create the right solution for your project. Collective expertise and support across a variety of materials featuring steel and aluminum. Multiple manufacturing facilities across the United States and Canada. The unique know-how to meet the street lighting and traffic requirements across all fifty states and all ten provinces. Decades of experience to manage and assist you with the complexities of transportation projects and standards.

Valmont THE RIGHT CHOICE.

Looking for a DIFFERENT STYLE?
Are you trying to match an existing aesthetic, looking to replace stolen bases, or simply replacing underperforming or corroded styles? No problem. With our IN-HOUSE MOLD SHOP we can quickly and affordably tool up the decorative base that you seek.

SCALING UP or CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT?
Do you need to convert pedestrian standards to traffic and roadway scale bases to create a cohesive look that seamlessly blends your outdoor spaces? Want to create a completely new, innovative design? No Problem. Let our IN-HOUSE PRODUCT DESIGNER assist you in developing the proper proportions for your refined, artistic style.

Road resilient DECORATIVE BASES designed to OUTPERFORM